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Summary: The Lewis and Clark Expedition consisted of a
select group of military men, called the Corps of Discovery and
civilians, led by Captain Meriwether Lewis and Second
Lieutenant William Clark to explore the US lands obtained in the
1803 Louisiana Purchase and the Pacific Northwest.
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Lewis and Clark Expedition: American History for kids
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The Lewis and Clark
Expedition from May
1804 to September
1806, also known as
the Corps of Discâ€¦
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Start date: May 14, 1804

End date: Sep 23, 1806
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Who is Lewis and Clark?



What areas did Lewis and Clark explore?



Lewis and Clark - Facts & Summary - HISTORY.com

When was the Lewis and Clark Expedition?



Lewis and Clark - Facts & Summary - HISTORY.com
https://www.history.com/topics/lewis-and-clark
The Lewis and Clark Expedition spanned 8,000 mi (13,000 km) and three years, taking
the Corps of Discovery, as the expedition party was known, down the Ohio River, up the
Missouri River, across the Continental Divide, and to the Pacific Ocean.

Videos · Louisiana Purchase · Sacagawea · History Lists

Lewis and Clark Expedition: American History for kids
www.american-historama.org/1801-1828-evolution/lewis-and-clark...
The Lewis and Clark Expedition consisted of Captain Meriwether Lewis, Second
Lieutenant William Clark, Clarkâ€™s slave York, the soldiers of the Corps of Discovery
and two interpreters. The interpreters were a French Canadian called Toussaint
Charbonneau, and his Shoshone wife, Sacagawea and their young son Jean Baptiste
(nicknamed â€¦

Images of lewis and clark expedition summary
bing.com/images

See more images of lewis and clark expedition summary

Lewis and Clark Expedition - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewis_and_Clark_Expedition
The Lewis and Clark Expedition gained an understanding of the geography of the
Northwest and produced the first accurate maps of the area. During the journey, Lewis
and Clark drew about 140 maps. Stephen Ambrose says the expedition "filled in the main
outlines" of the area.

Overview · Preparations · Journey · Geography and science · Encounters with ...

Lewis & Clark 101 - The Story of the Lewis and Clark ...
lewisandclarktrail.com/101.htm
Lewis and Clark History 101 - The story of Lewis and Clark ~ An Excellent Source for
School Assignments

Explorers for Kids: Lewis and Clark - Ducksters
www.ducksters.com › Biography for Kids › Explorers for Kids
Fun Facts about Lewis and Clark. Many animals were new to Lewis and Clark including
the grizzly bear and the prairie dog. After the expedition, Lewis was appointed the
governor of the Louisiana Territory, however, Lewis died a few years later. Clark became
governor of the Missouri Territory as well as Superintendant of Indian Affairs.

Louisiana Purchase and Lewis & Clark Summary &
Analysis
www.shmoop.com › History › Louisiana Purchase and Lewis & Clark
Lewis and Clark's two-year expedition from St. Louis to the mouth of the Columbia River
and backâ€”one of the great feats of exploration in our historyâ€”solidified American
claims not only to Louisiana but also to the Oregon Territory of the Pacific Northwest. But
Lewis and Clark's mission was much more than a feat of navigation.

The Lewis and Clark Expedition: A Summary - 969 Words
...
https://www.bartleby.com/essay/The-Lewis-and-Clark-Expedition-A...
The Lewis and Clark Expedition Essay 1185 Words | 5 Pages. However, it was
unknown what was out there. Jefferson planned an exploratory expedition and called
upon Meriwether Lewis to lead it.

Lewis & Clark Expedition | National Archives
https://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/lewis-clark
Lewis & Clark Expedition. In 1803 President Thomas Jefferson guided a splendid piece
of foreign diplomacy through the U.S. Senate: â€¦

SparkNotes: Sacajawea: Sacajawea Joins Lewis and Clark
www.sparknotes.com/biography/sacajawea/section2
Summary. In the fall of 1803, the Lewis and Clark Expedition set out from St. Louis,
Missouri, which was then a town on the American frontier. On May 14, 1804, the
expedition's boats started their path up the Missouri River.

Lewis and Clark's Historic Trail
https://lewisclark.net
On May 14th 1804 Meriwether Lewis and William Clark set out on an amazing
expedition across the Louisiana Territory.
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Lewis & Clark Lesson for Kids | Study.com
https://study.com/academy/lesson/lewis-clark-lesson-for-kids.html
Lewis and Clark Expedition Map ... Lesson Summary. Lewis and Clark and their team
of explorers canoed up the Missouri River out ... Lewis & Clark Lesson for Kids ...

Lewis and Clark Expedition | History, Facts, & Map ...
https://www.britannica.com/event/Lewis-and-Clark-Expedition
Lewis and Clark Expedition: Lewis and Clark Expedition, U.S. military expedition
(1804â€“06) to explore the Louisiana Purchase and the Pacific Northwest.
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